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‘Whether their lives are askew, tentatively unfurling or experienced in some rueful aftermath, Midalia’s 
characters resonate strongly with compassionate detail and breadth.’ — Cate Kennedy

Susan Midalia’s stories are about ordinary people who harbour secrets and fears beneath their everyday lives.

After her first collection of stories was shortlisted for the Western Australian Premier’s Book Awards, Midalia 
brings us a second collection with a compelling variety of characters. 

All of them are ‘travellers’ in search of connection and belonging: Tourists in Moscow and Vienna confronted 
by the weight of history. A young student teacher discovering her capacity for compassion. A teenage boy 
defending his mother’s reputation. A brother anguished by his sister’s illness. A widow infatuated with a 
troubled young man. 

Written with eloquence, grace and emotional generosity, the stories in this collection seek to understand 
people rather than to judge them, and invite us to reflect on the longings and regrets that make up who we are.

Midalia is a master of the short-story form, capturing profoundly familiar moments in strikingly accessible prose.

Click here to watch the book trailer: http://uwap.uwa.edu.au/books-and-authors/book/an-unknown-sky/
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